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CH PRO RUDDER PEDALS USB

Features forward/backward slide motion for real simulation flying. Also 
works well as gas and brake controls for racing simulators. These 3 axes 
pedals are ideal with the 5 axes USB Flight Sim yoke.
 P/N 13-00738 .........$214.95
Kit #1 - Yoke and Rudder Pedals ...............P/N 13-06766 .........$389.00

CH THROTTLE QUADRANT USB

TWIN ENGINE.  Fully programmable and featuring six physical dent 
axis’ and up to 350 buttons. Throttle Quandrant USB takes you from the 
computer to the cockpit. Features: 6 Axis 12 Buttons (24 Button func-
tions w/Control Manager Software (included), 6 Physical Detents, Fully 
Programmable with CH Control manager, Compatible with Windows 
98, Windows ME, Windows 2000 & Windows XP. Compatible with all 
Windows based Games ..............................P/N 13-03377 .........$177.90

VINTAGE SIGNS – IFR SIMULATORS

FLIGHT SIM YOKE USB

Put yourself behind a set of real controls with the CH Flight Sim Yoke, 
complete with an authentic 3 lever throttle quadrant and numerous cock-
pit functions at your fingertips.  Now you can control your aircraft like a 
real pilot would with left hand on the yoke and right hand controlling your 
throttle, prop and mixture and managing the rest of your cockpit.
 P/N 13-00737 .........$219.95

HARDWARE OPTIONS FOR
ON TOP AND IP TRAINER

VINTAGE SIGNS

HOMEBUILDERS HEADQUARTERS SINCE 
1965 WITH PROP LOGO
This Homebuilders Headquarters since 1965 
prop logo vintage metal sign is made in the 
United States using 24 gauge American 
steel and a process known as sublimation, 
where the image is baked into a powder 
coating for a durable and long lasting fin-
ish. A vintaging process is then preformed 
by hand to give this sign an aged look and 
feel. The edges of this sign are rounded for 
extra rigidity and the corners are drilled and 
riveted for easy hanging.
11.5” x 17.5” ......P/N 13-17902 ...........$25.50

I’D RATHER BE SHOPPING AT AIRCRAFT 
SPRUCE TREE LOGO
This I’d rather be shopping at Aircraft Spruce 
tree logo vintage metal sign is made in the 
United States using 24 gauge American 
steel and a process known as sublimation, 
where the image is baked into a powder 
coating for a durable and long lasting fin-
ish. A vintaging process is then preformed 
by hand to give this sign an aged look and 
feel. The edges of this sign are rounded for 
extra rigidity and the corners are drilled and 
riveted for easy hanging.
11.5” x 17.5” ......P/N 13-17908 ...........$16.75

HONEYCOMB BRAVO 
THROTTLE QUADRANT 
The Bravo Throttle Quadrant is an all-
in-one cockpit system featuring a fully 
configurable throttle setup. Six general 
aviation and six commercial levers are 
included and can be arranged from 
single-engine general aviation all the 
way up to four-engine commercial 
aircraft. The commercial levers include 
flaps, spoilers, and functional thrust 
reversers while the general aviation 
levers include power, prop, and 
mixture and can engage thrust reverse 
for turbo props as well. The throttle 

also features multiple cockpit components including an autopilot panel 
with backlit buttons, annunciator panel with 14 warning lights, Gear Lever 
with landing gear indicator lights, general aviation flap lever and a trim 
wheel. The throttle also comes with Honeycomb’s dual mounting system 
which includes two heavy duty steel clamps and a large 3M® Micro-
Suction Pad that can be used as a clamp-free solution. The Honeycomb 
Bravo Throttle Quadrant was designed to ensure the most versatile flight 
simulation experience possible....................P/N 13-23178 .........$379.99

HONEYCOMB 
THROTTLE

PACK FOR AIRBUS™ 
The Throttle Pack is an accessory for 
the Airbus™ A319-A380.
Note: Bravo Throttle Quadrant Sold 
Separately*. Model: A319-A380
 P/N 13-23173 ...........$93.80

CH ECLIPSE YOKE

Fully programmable fingertip paddles, ideal for flight and racing sims. 
Programmable trim / scroll wheels with center push function. Two backlit 
push buttons and a third traditional push button.  Two 8-way hat with 
rocker switch and trigger on both sides of handle.  Configurable POV 
hat for either left or right hand use.  Colored handles for throttle / prop 
/ fuel mixture. Three color LED selector dial giving you a total of 240 
programmable functions with CH Control Manager software. Six analog 
10 bit axes for aileron, elevator, throttle, propeller pitch, fuel and rudder. 
New and improved industrial grade material / components; indestructible 
robust plastic, free floating shaft and clamp extenders for the thinnest of 
desks ...........................................................P/N 13-06127 .........$294.95
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